3 Reasons Easy® III PSG is the right choice for Technologists.

1. Time Saving Features

   **Simple to use.**
   As the name implies, Easy III's customer inspired, interactive user interface makes data acquisition simple and easy for new employees to learn.

   **Real-time scoring during data collection.**
   True real-time scoring and staging makes multi-tasking a breeze. Mark events or enter sleep stages in any live or review window during data collection.

   **Shortcuts everywhere.**
   Intuitive buttons and shortcut keys accomplish common tasks such as sensitivity, filter and paper speed changes. One click scoring and auto gain features improve efficiency and save time and money.

2. Advanced Amplifier Design

   **Color coded remote input box.**
   Our color coded remote input box simplifies the connection of electrodes and sensors. The surface of the box is raised to allow technologists to find inputs by touch in low light environments. It is among the smallest and lightest input boxes available for sleep testing. Cadwell offers industry leading, low cost pricing on replacement components like our remote input box. No need to worry when it is dropped by a patient.

   **Easy III PSG amplifier.**
   The 54 channel, 4,000 Hz., high quality amplifier stays safely mounted to the wall or nightstand. The most distinguishing feature of the amplifier is the crystal clear data that it produces to help diagnose sleeping disorders in your patients.
3. Creative Workflow and Data Management Features

Paperless environment.
Reports, questionnaires and patient charts can be stored with sleep studies for a truly paperless environment. The included clinical database summarizes referring physician activity, patient population statistics and lab management data to help your lab run efficiently and be profitable.

Integrated scheduler.
The integrated scheduler efficiently manages multiple laboratories and clinics. Color coding quickly confirms the status of all patients and technologists can actually begin recording directly from the calendar.

Synchronized patient databases and settings.
This powerful and unique capability provides the user with immediate access to any patient on any computer on the network. This also ensures that every system in one or multiple sleep labs is using the same settings, user preferences and report templates, allowing for true standardization in data collection.

Industry leading software and hardware support, reliability and performance